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A popular topic 

2770 citations since 2006 



Many healthy oscillations 



Healthy and unhealthy oscillations  



Gamma oscillations 30 – 80 Hz 



What might gamma oscillations do? 



What might gamma oscillations do? 

A proposed solution 

with oscillations 



Data consistent with  

this 



Three conditions tested 



The correlograms corresponding to these conditions 

Note much stronger oscillations in condition III 
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One mechanism: 

intrinsic pacemaker 

Cells (thalamus) 

as we saw before 



One mechanism: 

intrinsic pacemaker 

Cells (heart) 



Excitatory Inhibitory 

A very simple  

network model 

External drive 



A very simple  

network model 





Under these models, do all cells have to oscillate? 

 

If so, what would be the use of having most of the neurons 

do the same thing? 
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The interictal spike 





Their questions: 

• How does synchronization occur 

during an interictal spike? 

 

• Why is there a long and variable 

latency between stimulation and the 

onset of an interictal spike? 



They are only modeling CA2 and CA3,  

where there are strong recurrent connections 



Their assumptions 

• Individual cells can intrinsically burst 





Remember the role of IT? 



Note afterhyperpolarization 
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• A burst in one cell will lead to a burst 

in another cell that is synaptically 

connected 
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are random 



Their assumptions 

• Individual cells can intrinsically burst 

 

• A burst in one cell will lead to a burst 

in another cell that is synaptically 

connected 

 

• There are no inhibitory connections, 

since bicuculline or penicillin have 

disabled them 



Pretty good 

results 



Puzzle 

• How does synchronization occur? 

 

 

• Why the long and variable latencies? 



Puzzle 

• How does synchronization occur? 
Because activity spreads from a few 
stimulated cells to many others, so that all 
cells are eventually recruited. 

 

• Why the long and variable latencies? The 
connections between cells are random, 
and all connections have conduction and 
synaptic delays. Different connections 
have different lengths, leading to different 
latencies. 
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Theta oscillations 

in behaving rats 





Theta oscillations are also seen in 

slices if carbachol is added 





Possible causes of oscillation: 

• Intrinsically oscillating cells, or 

“pacemakers” that fire at 4-8 Hz. 

 

• Time course of synaptic currents. Ex: 

recurrent inhibition that comes every 

1/6 second. 

 

• It is an emergent network 

phenomenon. 



Their motivation 

• Individual neurons oscillate at a frequency 
much slower than the frequency seen in 
the network: no pacemakers. 

 

• The strength of synaptic potentials affects 
the frequency of bursting: so the time 
course of synaptic potentials is not enough 
when strengths are variable. 

 

• Therefore oscillations are a network 
phenomenon? If so, we need to model it… 



Their question 

• How are such oscillations generated 

by the network, if not by single cells 

or by synaptic potentials? 



The model 



The model 

• 9000 excitatory pyramidal neurons (neurons with currents 
similar to before) 

 

• 900 inhibitory neurons 

 

• Randomly connected, but with connection probability falling 
off exponentially with distance. Pyramidal neurons have 
more distant connections; inhibitory neurons connect more 
locally 

 

 

• Strong afterhyperpolarizations in excitatory cells 

 

• One burst can lead to another burst in a connected cell 

 

• Both fast and slow inhibition are included 

100 ms long 



Puzzle 

• How would activity propagate in such 

a system? 

 

• How would activity propagation be 

different from in the first model? 



Activity propagation 

• Some pyramidal cells randomly burst 

 

• These cells in turn activate others 

 

• But not all cells can be activated, since 

some are refractory 

(afterhyperpolarizations) 

 

• Not all cells can be activated because of 

inhibition also 



Rhythmicity in cells 



Rhythmicity at the network level: 

oscillations 



The model captures the network 

oscillation frequency 



How does the network do this? 

• Fast inhibition: reducing this causes 

bigger events, but at lower frequency 

• Recurrent excitation: increasing this 

also causes bigger events and lowers 

the frequency 

• Cellular excitability: reducing this 

decreases the frequency (to intervals 

longer than the 100 ms slow 

inhibition) 

 



Changing cellular excitability 





How does the network do this? 

• Fast inhibition: reducing this causes bigger 

events, but at lower frequency 

• Recurrent excitation: increasing this also 

causes bigger events and lowers the 

frequency 

• Cellular excitability: reducing this 

decreases the frequency 

• Slow inhibition: reducing this can cause 

random activity if excitability is high, but 

slow waves if excitability is low 



Conclusion 

• All of these factors contribute to the 

oscillations. 

• The oscillations are an emergent 

network phenomenon. 

• The oscillations could not have been 

predicted by studying one cell in 

isolation, even in extreme detail.  
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